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BOUNDARY LAYERS FOR PARABOLIC 
REGULARIZATIONS OF TOTALLY CHARACTERISTIC 
QUASILINEAR PARABOLIC EQUATIONS 
By E. GRENIER 
ABSTRACT. - In this paper we study boundary layers of nonlinear characteristic parabolic equations as the viscosity 
goes to zero. We obtain and justify in small time a complete expansion of the solution with respect to the viscosity. 
Krv fjords : Boundary layers, parabolic equations 
R~suMB. - Dans cet article on Ctudie les couches limites de systemes paraboliques non lineaires caracteristiques 
quand la viscosite tend vers zero. On obtient et justifie en temps petit un developpement asymptotique de la 
solution par rapport B la viscosite. 
Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to study the behaviour as the viscosity E goes to 0 of solutions 
~~~ of the following parabolic equations in a bounded domain R 
(1) iJtuE + 2 A;(t, 2, uE)&uE - EA’u,~ = 0. 
i=l 
(2) 11,~ = 0 on m: 
(3) u”(0) = ,I& 
where Ai are smooth symmetric matrices, and ~6 is a family of smooth (in H”(R) n Hi (a) 
with s large enough) initial data. We assume that $1 is a domain of R” with smooth 
boundaries. As usual in parabolic systems (see [7], [14]), by changes of coordinates, the 
problem reduces to the study of the case of an half plane (2 = R+ x P-l, the case of 
0 = Rd being straightforward. 
Mathematics Subject Classijication : 35 K 20, 35 B 40, 35 K 60. 
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This framework covers many different situations and physical phenomena that lead to 
the use of different mathematical techniques. We refer to [3] for a general introduction and 
a survey of the various results. Two main problems appear. The first problem is to describe 
the limit (say in L2, or in any Sobolev space which does not see the boundary values) u 
of Us, and to find an equation for it. More precisely we expect that ‘IL satisfies 
(4) iA7L + f: Ai(t, x. 7L)blilL = 0, 
i=l 
but we have to precise the boundary conditions. 
The second problem is to give a complete asymptotic expansion of IF in f, and in 
particular to describes the behaviour of ~~~ near :I:~ = 0. As in the linear case [7], the 
boundary layer can be of size E or fi, depending on algebraic properties of Al. 
These problems have been much studied in the linear and semilinear case, for instance 
in [7], [lo], [ 131. This paper deals with the quasilinear case when the boundary layer is 
of size &, and is the first of a series of papers which will study the case of a boundary 
layer of size E (noncaracteristic boundary layer, see [3] and [4]), parabolic regularization 
of shocks [5] and degenerate cases (partial viscosity for instance). Notice that this paper 
does not treat inviscid limits of fluid mechanics, since the incompressibility condition does 
not enter our framework. 
In the linear case, to have a boundary layer of size fi, it is sufficient to have /li = 0 
on 82. So here, we could think that it is sufficient to inforce Al(t.:r:, 7~) = 0 on the 
boundary, or equivalently Ai(t, :c. 0) = 0. In fact this is not the case. and we have to 
inforce the stronger condition 
for every t > 0, for every 2 E 82 and for every ‘(II. By Taylor formula, (5) is equivalent 
to (6) 
(6) Al(t, XI; 71) = q5(:r;,)Al(t, I(;‘, v). 
where 2, is smooth, and 
(7) 
Assumption (6) which inforces the characteristic character of (1,2,3) will be assumed in 
the whole paper. Notice that it is satisfied for instance if C; A;@. ,:)a? is the transport 
by a given divergence free vector field. 
So in the first part, we investigate, in the case where (2 is the half space :cl > 0, energy 
estimates of solutions of a linear system linked to (1,2,3), with coefficients Ai depending 
on E and having a boundary type behaviour, and energy estimates on the whole system 
(1,2,3). This work is related and extends previous works, in particular of 0. Gues ([6], [7], 
[S]). This allows us to prove (Theorem 1.2) that if we can build an approximate solution 
to (1,2,3), with high order error terms (in E), then there exists an exact solution of the 
same system, close to the approximate one. 
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The second section investigates the boundary layer equations obtained from (1,2,3) by 
studying uE at scales of order fi in zl, and the third section ends the construction of the 
approximate solution required by Theorem 1.2. 
Let us now state the main Theorem in the case of an half plane, in order to avoid 
technicalities. 
THEOREM 0.1. - Let R = R+ x Rd-‘. Let us assume (6). Let us assume that ug has the 
following asymptotic expansion (at any order N and regulari@ Sx): 
where $, and u;,~ are in H”(0) and ub,” are rapidly decreasing in ~1. Let u” be a smooth 
solution of the limit system: 
(9) a,uO + f: A$, 2, u”)a;uo = 0 
i=l 
on [0, T] (,u” E H”([O; T] x 0), with s large), with initial data ui. Then there exists 
0 < T’ < T and functions un and ur (in H”( [0, T’] x f2)) with 
W)) $(t, 0, x2, . . . . zd) = -7LTL(t, 0, X2> . . . . Q) 
such that u: are rapidly decreasing in xl; and, for E small enough, there exists a family qf 
smooth solutions uE of (1,2,.3) on [0, T’], such that 
(12) !&i) - 5 &k”(t, xl, . . . . :Ed) - 
i=o 
is bounded by C\/;N-“” in H”” , for every N, s” arbitrar.y large. 
Notice that this in particular implies that 
(13) zf -+ ILo in HI/‘-‘7 
for every rl > 0. However (12) gives a much more precise description of TL~, and in 
particular L” convergence at any order in E. 
Some estimates related to linear hyperbolic systems, with coefficients depending on E 
and not bounded in Sobolev spaces as E + 0 are discussed in section 4.2. Such estimates 
could be useful1 in the study of coupling between a parabolic system with vanishing 
viscosity and a hyperbolic system. Moreover, it emphasizes that the viscosity is necessary 
to build approximate solutions and boundary layers, but not to prove stability results. 
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Notations 
In the main part of the paper, R = I%+ x lR”-l and (x1, . . . . Ed) is a generic point. i;31 is 
the derivative with respect to x1 and to shorten the formulas, a[ will stand for i)?. .@ , 
where /Y is a multiindex, whose lenght [& + . . . + /& is denoted by I/3/. By an abuse of 
notation, ,0 + 1 denotes the set of multiindices (& + 1. P3, . ..~ ijld) ,..., (,&, . . . . . rjjd + 1). and 
by the same abuse of notations, AZ& stands for C:‘_, A&. The index E will often be 
omitted, excepted to emphasize the E dependence of some quantities. H” denotes the 
intersection of all Sobolev spaces H”. 
1. Stability 
1.1. Linear case : weighted norms 
Let T > 0. Let us study the following system 
where vg are given smooth functions (in H”(R) n Hi (62) for some s > 0), 0 = I#+ x R-’ 
is the half d-dimensionnal space and At,A”, are smooth, symmetric matrices, defined for 
0 5 t 2 T. In what follows, we will often omit the indices E in +, AT, A:. 
THEOREM 1.1. - Let US ussww thatfor N + I,01 + y 5 s and all t,:1: E [O,T] x 0. 
where 19(.~1) is a smooth, nonnegative function, such that 
for ~1 E R+, and for every n. Then for s large enough, the system (14,15,16) has a unique 
solution v(t, X) in H”( [0, T] x 0). Furthermore, there exists two constants Co and C,s 
independent on E such that 
(21) ~tlll4ll5 5 cslll4lls~ 
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where 
(23) lll~‘Illi,$,r = ll~CY(z1)3;3,8a:1!ll~2(12)r 
with C#I dejined by (7). 
Remarks 
l The weighted norm IIl.IIls controls the system. The use of this norm is not new. In 
particular, it is equivalent to the use of lcidi instead of ai in classical estimates (conormal 
estimates), as used for instance in [7]. However, it provides a clearer insight in the bounds. 
l Existence is not new, however, the estimates obtained here are uniform in E, which 
is not the case in [7]. 
l At t = 0, (((II~(((, can be formally computed with the help of the equation, and involves 
llv;llH:~s.S . d t o m or er o insure ] I/U” I I IS bounded at t = 0, we must inforce some additionnal 
regularity on ~6, namely, for instance vg uniformly bounded in H3”. We will not detail 
this classical point further in this paper. 
l It is in fact sufficient to assume 
for some large Q (depending on s). 
Proof. - We will not prove the existence part, and refer to [7] for a detailed study, and 
will restrict ourselves to the proof of (21). 
(25) 
but 
w 
so we have to estimate five integrals, Ii, . ..? 1s. 
Let us start by Ii : 
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but if Q > 1, d 2n = 0 and if CY = 0. a{&“/1 = 0 on X2, so the boundary integral vanishes. 
As AI is symmetric, the first integral equals -II. Thus 
(27) 211 = .I 
i);i3$3:v &(&"Al) a;&+,. 
From (17), we deduce that 
(28) ll&Alll 5 C. 
SO 
(29) ll~2”&%ll I C42a. 
On the otherside, [(All) I: Czl and 
(30) lqa,q!)“” I 5 C$2n, 
SO 
(31) (1~1(4*%Il I Q20 
and 
(32) lb L c / (62”llw$T412 5 CIl1411:,p,r. 
Let us study 12. 
(33) I, = - 
.! 
'42cva;a!ja;w A2 a2a;a$a;:ll. 
Since AZ is symmetric, 
(34) 1, = i .! 
'aHi,fayu a2(42ruA2) a;Ya[a:pljT 
but 4 only depends on xl, and lld2A211 5 C, so 
(35) 1121 5 clll~~lll%iL~. 
Let us turn to 13. 
Is = E 
.! 
* ~*eaya$a;fTl aa;afay,u 
=?I 
* (j2ma;aga; ?) (a; +a,2)a;a~a~7~. 
But if a = 0, we have: 
(36) s 
a~a~~a2aBa~v = - 1 2 t /'~pla;ia;vji2 - / afa;?) a,afa+ . m 
and @,,“a:v = 0 on dQ, so the boundary integral vanishes. 
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(37) E 
.I 
~2~Yapa~a;171a12apa~a~’ = -E 
.I 
~2qa~+1a~a:171112 
+ E a1f$2’~afa;a;7i a;+la,Ra:71 
.I 
since the boundary integral vanishes because 4 = 0 on 82. But we have: 
(38) ld1qPl 5 cy2”-’ 
so 
(39) 
I/ 
& al~““a~a~a~7~a~+‘a~a~~ 
,/Lpq&Gym 
W) 5 CF ~2”-21)a;a~a:7/l12 + 5 
i .I’ 
pllaff+1a~a:IU112. 
So adding the term coming from a:, 
(expression which is also valid for (Y = 0, with a zero right hand side). 
Let us study I,. 
(44 I, = .I 
$2‘V~a,Pa;u [Al&, $Y$@‘],LL 
But [Al&, cY~$~~]u is a sum of terms of the form 
(43) a;‘af’ay’A, i);““+l&-9’ay-2’7i. 
where a’ + ,O’ + y’ > 1, 0 < CY’ < (Y, 0 5 /3’ < p and 0 5 y’ < y. So 1, is a sum 
of terms of the form 
(44) J = 
.I 
+2ma;a,Pa;71 a;‘a!‘a;‘A, ;j;-a’+laf-D’a~-7’rt, 
If (1’ = 0, as jaf'a;'Al( 5 CC#A 
(45) IJI 5 c .I 
I'l'"i);a~a:?ilI~"+1aP+'I)~-8'a:-~'111 
(46) L CIlI4Il:+,~,+r~ 
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(49) 
(50) 5 clll~lll%+,~~,+~! 
and 
(51) 1141 I clII~Ill~+,,~,+,~ 
It remains to study 1~ 
(52) r5 = 
J’ 
&“qY@;w [A2d2. ~;@~]~u. 
1, is a sum of terms of the form 
(56) 
So we proved that 
L cllI~~lll~+/13,+,. 
for all a,,!3 and y. Choosing Co in (22) larger than two times the largest of the constants 
C which appear and summing these inequalities, the GE terms on the right are absorbed 
by the &/2 term on the left, yielding 
(58) ~tlll*~~lll3 5 C.~lll~lll~. 
which ends the proof. cl 
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1.2. Stability 
Let us study the following non linear equation 
973 
(60) w = 0 on X2, 
(61) v(0) = w;, 
where Al and A2 are smooth symmetric matrices. We will also assume 
(62) A&z: U) = $(x,)&t, x, v), 
where -4 is smooth. The following Theorem is a stability result: 
THEOREM 1.2. - Let N be an integer, large enough, and T > 0. Let us assume that u5 
is a sequence of approximate solutions of (59,60,61), such that Bl(t, x) = Al(t, z, 2~“) and 
Bz(t, x) = Az(t, 2: u’) satisjj (17,18,19) and (62),f or (Y + I/?] + y 5 s, with s Zarge enough 
on 0 < t 5 T. Let us assume in addition that: 
(6:j) uE = 0 on cm, 
(64) J;-“lllu’(O) - v~~~~ffs 5 c;
(67) I I&qY@:u’(Ipc 5 c 
for Q + I,01 + y 5 s. Then there exists, for E small enough, a solution vE of (59,60,61), 
on 0 < t 2 T, such that 
(68) EC~‘IITP - ‘u’/(~,,I + 0, as E + 0, 
for some s’ and 0’ depending on s and N and going to +cx as s and N go to +co. 
The construction of an approximate solution U” will be treated in section 3. 
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Proof. - Let UI& = V” - u”. We will estimate IIIuI”I I Is, for s large enough (depending 
on n). This function solves (dropping the E) 
where 
(71) AZ(w) = Az(w + IL) - AZ(U). 
(72) A*(711) = A(1ll + 7L) - A(,/l) 
and 
(73) (f=-& -l-v &II,= + A,(t , :I:, uE)147f + A2(t; .‘I‘, 7f)&7f - EAU& . 
The terms Bldlw, &&w and ~A711 can be estimated as in the linear case. Seven integrals 
appear: 
11 = - 
.I 
qPv;i3!3~7li A,(w) &a;Ya3l;7u 
= q!?v&& d, 
/’ ‘ 
‘ p ‘ ? 
711 Al(71,) a;3;iJ;su 
i- 
i. 
iyi)~i);.w d&!?“A,(w)) qi3gqw 
+ 
I 
~2v;iJ~i3~w A,(w) i3;i3fq711. 
* x2 
The last integral vanishes, since A 1 = 0 on X2. So, as /iI is symmetric, 
P-4) 211 = 
.I 
‘,;)&y7rr i)&P&(w)) i3pfq7LI. 
But 
(76) la1[A,(w)]I L C(/WlI,~) (% + IV14 
and IAll < C(IWI~~)~~~I~, so, as 
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(79 ( 
I&= 5 C(lu/Ip) pwIL- + ~ J; ll14/l:.,1~/;?~ ) 
Let us turn to I,. 
(80) I2 = - /‘c”““B;a~a;l” A,(w) a;afa;w. 
Similarly, 
(811 IhI 5 wJJlL4 (PWIL== + 9) IllWllli.,Y,,y 
Now we have to deal with the commutators 13 and 1,. 
(X2) I3 = 
.I 
‘Q”*opa~a~w [Al(W)&, a;afi):]w 
is the sum of terms of the form: 
with at’/ + p’ + 7’ > 1. But ij;‘$‘$‘[A1(u + w)] is the sum of terms of the form: 
where o!’ + til + . . . + N,, = ~4, ,Y + [jl + . . . + ,& = [l’, y” + YI + . . . + yTL = y’ and 
6” > 0, and similarly for i3~‘$‘@“[Al(t ,x, u)]. So liJ~‘$‘a~‘[&~ + w)][ is bounded 
by a sum of terms of the form 
and 
The first kind of term is controlled by 
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since 
and the second kind by 
So we have to bound terms of the form: 
Let us make an important (and classical) remark. Assume that 
(91) lpl”a;a;wlp 5 c 
for tr+ I/?l+r < s/2. Then using the equation, one controls ~lll8,2wlll,-1 by Cl[l~~j/~/z/;. 
By recurrence, one can control ( (‘uII IH by CE-~((IUII,~ and thus @d$?d~‘wl~= by 
CE-“IIIW~~~,~ for (Y + IpI + y 5 s/2, ‘f I Y is large enough (s > $). Now, with standard 
arguments (to be done at the end of the proof), we see that if we prove that 
(92) I I IW I I,? 5 CEJfl. 
we are able to propagate assumption (91), which will be satisfied at t = 0 (uniformly in E). 
Let us return to (90). As (I+ /3 + y < s, we can not have more than two sums o +p + y, 
(~1 + ,Dr + yr,...,a, + /I,, + yT1, (t - (Y’ + 1 $ A - ,8’ + y - y’ larger than s/2. So, we bound 
two factors by IIIwIII~++~B~+-~, and the other (at most s of them since cy + I,!?] + y 5 s), 
by CE-~~IIIIU~~~,~. This leads to 
and to 
(94) 1131 5 C(l’u+,zql + CI’+= + ~-hlll~~~/l/h)(l + ~~SIII~IIl.s~YIll~lll~+,i3/+1~ 
Let us turn to 14, sum of terms of the form 
Similar calculations lead to a similar bound for 14 
Let us turn to I5 and 16. 
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so, as for &, 
(98) 1151 I cb4L4(~ + ~-61111L’III.~~CIll~lll~+,,~,+~,~ 
The case of I6 
(9’3) I6 = 
.I 
$2”a;Ya,“8;w ~~$%~([A,(u + w) - A2(u)]i32u) 
is similar. 
It remains to study 
We immediately have 
(101) 1171 5 ~*-lllwlllslllm 
So we obtain: 
(102) 
Let 
~tlllwlll3 I w4L41 + ~-2sll1411s)B+1111~411~ 
+ ~lllwlll% + 4114ll.5lll4~ 
(103) ,T$ = E-NW. 
If N > 2s, we have 
(104) 4lll4ll: F wwL=4P + llI~llls)R+lIII~lll~ 
+ Clll4ll% + lll~lllslll4~ 
So we can control x, and thus w, on a time interval which is independent on E. This 
ends the proof of Theorem 1.2 (we skip the existence part, which can be proved by using 
classical iterative schemes). 0 
2.1. The linear case 
2. Boundary layer equations 
Let us consider the following system, called boundary layer equations 
(105) &w + zlBldlw + B2tY2w - @w = 0, 
(106) w = wl(t,x2, . . ..xd) on km, 
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(107) ‘W(0) = ‘W[). 
( 108) w(L fa. 2’2. . ..( XI,,) = 0 
where wn and wl are given function such that rug = 101 for t = 0 on 362. We will assume 
that Bi and Bz are coefficients satisfying 
for % = 1,2. 
This system has been studied in [7]. However, we will study it again, since it is the 
first step to handle the nonlinear case. Recall that we have to take care of zlBl& which 
is a large term. So the Sobolev norms are not enough to control the solutions, and we 
have to study weighted norms. We will also control the time derivatives, which will be 
useful1 in the next section. 
First, let us treat the boundary condition at :I:~ = 0. Let C be a smooth, C’“, decreasing, 
positive function, with 
<(xl) = 1 for x1 5 1. 
= 0 for z1 2 2. 
Let 
(110) 
and let 
(111) 
It satisfies 
(114 
where 
(113) 
(115) 
(116) 
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(117) 
(the last boundary condition must be understood in a Sobolev sense). Notice that if 
tljl E H”( [O: T] x F-l), then (T E H”-l([O, T] x 0) and 
(118) 
.I 
x:“)ap;d$7l* 5 Ca.nllW~IIffs 
for 0 5 t 5 T, for all cy and all r~, and for ]p] + y 2 s - 1. 
We introduce, as in [7], 
and 
(120) 1114113 = c ~~lY’M’-‘lll~lll,2,,;,,; 
r+Pl+y+ 
where 71 > 0 is fixed. 
THEOREM 2.1. - Let 72 2 0. There exists a unique solution w E II-l( [0, T] x 12) of 
system (105,106,107,ZO8) ifwl E H”([O,T] x W-l) and 
(121) lllW”llls-1 < +m. 
Moreover, there exists two constunts Co and G, the latest depending only on the norm 
of wl, such that 
(122) ~tlll4II3-1 5 ~~~ll~~llH”~~III~IIl~-1 + ) 
on [0, T]. 
Remark. - In this Theorem, n is arbitrarly large, but T may depend on n. 
Proof. - As usual, we will estimate 
(123) 
which can be split in six integrals II, . . . . J6. 
(125) 
1 =- 2 
.I 
a;a!jq z dl [x1 2cY+2rl+1B1] (!j”@d-/z 1 2 t ) 
since :clB1 = 0 on 30, and B1 is symmetric. As xl&B1 is bounded, 
(126) IAl L wlll~,8,7. 
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Let us turn to 12. 
(12s) 1 . =-I 
2. 
2: 2n+2nb)Iy32Qj~Z l $B2 qy$(j+ 
so, as l&&l 5 C. 
(129) 1121 5 ~III~IIIL.,~ 
The Laplace term leads to: 
The commutators lead to: 
which is a sum of terms of the form 
where ~1’ + B’ + y’ 2 1. If N’ 2 1, then 
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(144) 
since I~~‘~~‘~~‘~~‘&) < C. 
It remains 
(135) 
We have 
(147) 
So we obtain: 
(148) d, 
.I 
for some constant C which depends on ~~~~~l~l~+~~~+~+~. As for (58), choosing CO large 
enough and summing, we can absorb the last right hand side term in the last left hand side 
term, which ends the proof of Theorem (2.1). 0 
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2.2. Nonlinear case 
Let us consider: 
(151) w(t; +m. :x:2, . ..) = 0. 
We introduce the function ~(t, :I; r. ...l zd) as in the previous section. Let 71 be an integer, 
large enough. 
THEOREM 2.2. - Assume that B1 and BZ are smooth functions of (t> :I:. 111) and that 
(152) 
for every a,P,y! 6, with n + IpI + y + h 5 s, with s large enough, where C is a non 
decreasing function. Then, if 6 E H”( [0, T] x W-l)), there exists 0 < T’ 5 T and a 
unique solution w E H”-l([O, T’] x $2) of system (149,150,151). 
Moreover, there exists a constant C,Y$, depending only on the norm of wl, such that 
(153) 4lllZIII:-l 5 Gn,(l + Ill~lllf2,Y. 
Proof. - The proof is very similar to that of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and we will only 
sketch it. The main problem is to recover some control on Sobolev norms from I ( Iz/ I Is. 
For that we will need the following Lemma (used in [71). 
LEMMA 2.3. - For every smooth function f, if s’ > (d + 1)/Z, 
(To prove this inequality just write IflL- 5 J‘ IF’sI where 3 is the Fourier transform and 
use a Cauchy Schwartz inequality with weight (1 + l~(*~” + f2( If \r1/2”‘))1/2 where (E, 7) 
is the dual Fourier variable of (x1> x2).) 
Let us notice, by integrating the energy estimate, that if we control lll~lll,~ on [0, T], we 
control J$ I I Iz I I I3 and Jnr llldrz1113. Using the Lemma, we get bounds on I~:;Yi)ff@&‘zl~~ 
for QI + @ + y 2 s - d/2 - 1 on this time interval. To get other bounds, we use the 
equation to express 8;~. Applying :r$t3p$13~ to the equation gives bounds on the L2 
norms of $8, a+2d.$ri)T~ for Q + IpI + y < s - 1. Using the Lemma again, we can bound 
l~;~~+‘&+Ip on [O,T] for N + Ip( + y < s - d/2 - 2. By recurrence, one then 
controls, for s large enough, Ji);dti)z~IL~ for (Y + IpI + y < s/2. 
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The difficult terms in the energy estimates are: 
(155) 
and 
(156) I,= ‘x 
J 
;“+2”d;d!jd;z [B2d2, a~a$ZJ;l]z. 
Let us study 1,. It is the sum of terms of the form 
(157) .J= IC 
.i 
If a’ > 1, then 
The most difficult term is x”‘3;‘a[‘i$[Bl(w)], w ic h’ h is a sum of terms of the form: 
with cy” + 01 + . . . + a, = cy’, ,O” + pi + . . . + Pn = p’, and y” + y1 + . . . + yn = y’, so 
~~~ ICCL”ap”a~“aY”ay’+p’+y’-N”-p”- 
mh. t u 
7” B1 is bounded by C( Iw IL”- ) and therefore by 
Now, as QI + /3 + y 5 s, at most two sums (Y + p + y, a’ + p’ + y’, ~1 + pi + yi, . . . . 
Q, + /& + Ye, are greater or equal s/2 + 1. The terms for which the sum does not exceed 
s/2 can be bounded in L” norm by I( (z 11 Is by Sobolev injections in the following way. 
For x1 5 1, we use the control provided by Idld~d,YzlLffi. 
For z1 > 1, let us study for instance, if al + ,Br + yr 5 s/2, 
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for s large enough (s > (2). 
If CY’ = 0, then 
( 166) LJI I i 
1:;+‘“la;‘i)~i):zll~~~~‘~~l~~+~~+lli3p+li)~-~’i):--,‘Zl 
with I,LY] + y’ > 1, and the proof is similar, so 
(167) 14 I ~Ull~lll.~) 
and similarly for 1,. 
Remark. - In fact, we get 
0 
for n, and cr + (PI + y bounded (the bound depending on s). 
3. Construction of an approximate solution 
In this section we will construct an approximate solution of the nonlinear problem 
(1,2,3), at any order in E. We can then deduce the existence of an exact solution by using 
Theorem 1.2, which will end the proof of Theorem 0.1 of the introduction. 
3.1. Inner behaviour 
We assume that we have a smooth solution (in L”( [0, T], H”) for s large enough) U” of 
(169) dtuo + Al(t, x, u”)~~u~ + A2(t, z. u’))&u” = 0, 
(170) 2 (0) = u;. 
The existence of such a solution can be obtained by various means, and we will not 
investigate this problem. For instance we can use the results of [8]. 
In what follows we will assume that s is large enough and we will not try to get a 
lower bound on s. 
Remark. - We do not have to impose a boundary condition on (169,170) since X2 
is characteristic : 
(171) &u” + Az(t, .IT, u,“)&d) = 0, on dR. 
Notice that we do not have necessary 3~’ = 0 on ~5%. 
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3.2. Boundary layer behaviour 
This section mainly consists in formal calculations. We are looking for an approximate 
solution V” of the form: 
(172) ZlO(t,x1, . . . ) XII) = uO(t, Xl, . ..) Xd) + 7&t> &I& . . . . x/j), 
where ui describes the boundary layer structure and 
(173) t&t, 0, x2, . ..) x(j) = -uO(t, 0, x2, . ..) Xd), 
(174) z&t, +00,x2, ‘..) x(j) = 0. 
Let 
(175) &(t, x2, ... ,Xd) = u0(t,0,x2 )“‘) Xd), 
and X = x1/&. Formally, 
(176) UB atuo + atu; + A&, .%, u” + ?&aluO + A& 2, u” + $)ady - 
J; 
+AZ(t, z, u” + u;)a2u0 + A2(t, x; u” + U:)a2qL; 
-EAu’ - a2 u” - Ea21ho = 0 X b 2b . 
So, we have: 
(177) a,4 +A1(t, 4 2, %I,~ + uf)a,y- + A2(t, x, %Lo + U;)a21Lf - a-$$ 
4 
= [A&,x, u”) - A&x, u” + uf)]dluo + [A2(t, x, u”) - A2(t, x, u” + u;)]a2vo 
-t EAU” d- Ea,“?Lf. 
As AI = $(.m)Al by (6), 
(178) 
so looking at scales of order 6 in x1 by setting X = ZI/& and y = (52, . . . . zd), 
dropping higher order terms like &Au0 + &$u~ and replacing u” by z&o in (177) (since 
these two functions only differ by O(G) for finite X) gives: 
(179) atu; + x&p, 0, y, 2& + 2&a& + A2(t, 0, y, 7& + uf)a2u; - a-&f 
= [A&, 0, Y, U&) - A&, 0, Yy, 7~;~ i- U;)]alUO(t, o,Y) 
+ [Az(t, 0, Y, U&d - A2(4 0, Y/, dh + ~~:)la2uo@: 0, Y/). 
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We complete this equation with the following boundary conditions 
(181) 7L0 = 0 b when x + +m: 
(182) S&t = 0) = ,I&. 
where uf 0 is a given smooth function. 
We then get the existence of a smooth solution U: of (179,180,181,182), on a time 
interval [0, T’] with 0 < T’ 5 T by using Theorem 2.2 (the right hand side of (179) is 
easy to handle is the framework of 2.2). We can bound, in terms of the Sobolev norms 
of ?P, the following norms on ILI) : 
(183) pl;-a;ayu;lLm < &, 
for all 71 and all CY,@ and y, suitably bounded by s (see 168). 
3.3. Error estimates : first order 
The error made by putting vu0 in (1) equals 
(184) E” = El + E2 + E3 + El 
where 
(185) El = [AI@, z,uo)-Al(t;z,uo+u~)-Al(t,O:y.~~~n)+Al(t,O,:y,u~,,+u~)]~l~~o, 
(186) Ez = [A&, 2, u”)-A&, z; uO+uf)-A&: 0, y, &)+A&, 0, y, &+u;)]iJ2& 
(188) 
Let us begin by El. 
(189) I1 = Al(t, x. u”) - Al(t. z, u” + u;) - Al(t, x, u;,,) f A,(t, II:, ugf2 + uf) 
I’ 
1 
I 
1 
I-- &,Al(t, x, u” + tu;),~;dt + i3,Al(t, 5, I& + tu;)u;dt 
.o < 0 
1 
=I( 
&Al(t, z> d& + tu;) - dl,Al(t, x; u” + tu;) ufdt. 
. 0 > 
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so we get 
(192) CG 
‘11’ 5 1+ (XJfi)n--l. 
We then bound the derivatives of 11 in a similar way, to get 
(193) IGPm 5 G& 
for all n,, a and p (suitably bounded by s). Now 
(194) I2 = [A&x, u;,,) - Al(t, 2, T& + uf) 
- A,(6 0, Y, &,, + A,(4 0, Y, & + ~&l&~o 
can be treated in a similar way, and we get: 
(195) 
E2 can be treated with the same method. E3 is straightforward. It remains to study E4, 
which is the sum of 
(196) E;qzpg Alp, 0, Y, 7& + u;)ady?L; 
which is easy to bound with the help of the fast decay of 7~: and of 
(197) Ez = 4(x1) 
4 ( 
Al(t,o,~,~;,, + Z& - A,(~,~,zL~ + $1 aAyg, > 
which can be bounded as El. 
More precisely, we proved that E” = $Ef + ,,&Ef, where 
(198) E,O(t, X, . . . . zd) = J;-$3, + E2 + &)(t, X, . . . . zrl) + d,‘u; 
has a boundary layer behaviour, namely 
(199) 
for every r~, and 
(200) E,O(t, .x1, . . . . zd) = &AU’ 
is bounded in usual Sobolev spaces (here, in fact, EF is bounded by C@. Moreover, 
Et and Ef have asymptotic expansions in powers of ,,G, the first terms being Ei,o and 
EF,,, (which in fact vanishes). 
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3.4. Higher order approximation 
Let 
The approximate solution 11’ satisfies the boundary condition 
(202) v” = 0 on 8R 
but not the complete equation (1). However, we have: 
(203) &v” + A,(t, z, u”)dlvO + A&z, a’)&~(’ - &ho 
= m:(t+ ,..., x,)+m~(t;xl ,... ,Zd). 
We then look for a smooth solution r~l of the following linear equation: 
(205) 72 =o on Xl, 
(206) d(t = 0) = u;, 
where ~6 is a given smooth function. The existence of the solution is given by energy 
estimates similar to Theorem 1.1. 
It remains to construct the boundary layer term u:, solution of the linearized system of 
(179) which we will not write down here, with source term Ef,o. The solution of such a 
system is given by Theorem 2.1. Now let 
(207) vyt, Xl, . . . ,Xd) = 7LO(t;xl, . . . ,Xd) + t/w(t,x1; . . ..Xd) 
+ 7&t: Xl/j/% , . . . . . Gd) + &7&t,xt’l/& . . . . Xd) 
which is an approximate solution of order 2 in fi. Similarly we construct an approximate 
solution U” at any order 71. > 0. Theorem 1.2 then ends the proof of Theorem 0.1. 
4. Remarks and extensions 
In the previous sections, we have proven Theorem 0.1. It is of course possible to get 
better results. We will here give some hints. 
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4.1. Bounded domains 
In the previous sections, we worked on the half-space W+ x Rd-‘. However the same 
methods can be applied for more general domains Q with smooth boundary, by using 
changes of coordinates. We refer to [14] for more details. 
4.2. Hyperbolic systems 
The energy method of the first section can be extended to hyperbolic systems of the form 
(209) u’(0) = u& 
where ui, At and A”, depends on E. 
Remark. - On X2, Al = 0, SO 
(210) i3,u = -AZ&u, 
In particular, if at t = 0, u = 0 on dQ, then for every positive time, u = 0 on the boundary. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. - Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 (and in particular, under 
assumptions (17,18,19)), system (208,209) has a unique solution u E L”([O, T], H”(Q)) 
for every T > 0. Furthermore there exists a constant C, depending on the various constants 
of (I 7,18,19), but independent on E, such that 
WC 
where IIl.Ills is dejined as in Theorem 1.1. 
The proof of this Proposition is similar to that of Theorem 1.1, excepted that we do not 
have to take care of the Laplace term. 
Remarks 
l This describes a regime of the system (208,209), where the coefficients have very 
sharp variations and tend to be discontinuous, to have a shock type behaviour. However, 
this shock has special properties (assumptions (17,18,19)), so the solutions remain bounded 
within times of order one, as E goes to 0. 
l A typical case of application is the transport of a scalar quantity by an incompressible 
viscous flow, with boundary layer type behaviour near da. The incompressibility then 
naturally leads to ( 17,18,19). 
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